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Abstract
AmpliDiff provides a method which takes a list of
genomes and their lineages, and finds a set of am-
plicons and their primers in such a way that these
amplicons can be used to differentiate between the
lineages of a specific virus. While it has been
shown that AmpliDiff find results comparable to
whole genome sequencing for SARS-CoV-2 when
looking at abundance estimations, it is not know
how well it performs for other viruses, or what fac-
tors of a virus impacts the performance of the am-
plicons found by AmpliDiff.
In this paper we will be showing the effectiveness
of AmpliDiff on Human monkeypox, HIV-1 and
Influenza-A. By running AmpliDiff for the three
viruses mentioned above, we obtain sets of ampli-
cons, which are used to do a lineage abundance
estimation. By then comparing the estimation to
the know abundance we calculate the Mean Av-
erage Error (MAE). This MAE will then be used
to compare against the MAE obtained from doing
a abundance estimation based on whole genome
sequencing. By comparing the amplicons against
whole genome sequencing (wgs), we show that us-
ing viruses with longer genomes positively impacts
the performance of the amplicons. We also show
that the amount of misalignment characters added
by the Multiple Sequence Alignemnt (MSA), im-
pacts the required settings for AmpliDiff to find
amplicons, and can negatively impact the MAE.
Finally, we show that AmpliDiff can be run, with
some minor changes to the code base, on seg-
mented genomes, with performance similar to that
of single segment genomes.

1 Introduction
Sequence analysis can be used to predict or find virus out-
breaks [4; 2], or check how well treatments for a virus are
working [3]. Generally wgs is used for this purpose, how-
ever a valuable alternative to wgs is targeted sequencing, also
known as amplicon sequencing. By only amplifying these
specific targets, amplicon sequencing is not only cost effec-
tive, but also provides the possibility for increasing the depth
of the sequencing and a smaller resulting dataset, allowing for
easier subsequent analysis [7]. AmpliDiff aims to provide an
efficient alternative to whole genome sequencing in lineage
abundance estimations. AmpliDiff achieves this by finding
highly differentiable genome regions, or amplicons, and their
corresponding primers. These can then be used in Polymerase
Chain Reaction (PCR) [9] to, for example, find what specific
lineages of a virus are in the current sample. PCR works by
first splitting the strands of the double stranded DNA into sin-
gle strands, then it attaches the primers to the strands, and
finally the DNA polymerase extends the primers, thus mul-
tiplying the part of the DNA between the two primers. A
visualization can be found in figure 1.

It has been shown that for SARS-CoV-2, AmpliDiff can
find amplicons and their corresponding primers, which can

Figure 1: Visualization of the steps of PCR

be used to discriminate between the different lineages rea-
sonably well in comparison to wgs [14], however as no other
viruses have currently been tested, it is currently not known
whether this holds for any virus other than SARS-CoV-2.

In this paper we will be looking at bench marking the Am-
pliDiff software for HIV-1, human monkeypox and Influenza-
A. By showing how the length of a genome can influence how
well the resulting amplicons found by AmpliDiff do, when
compared to wgs, we try to get a more general idea of how
good the amplicons found by AmpliDiff would be for viruses
in general. We will also be showing that it is possible to run
AmpliDiff for viruses with a different organization of their
genome, in this specific case using a segmented virus, which
in turn enlarges the amount of possible viruses to run on Am-
pliDiff.

2 Methodology
AmpliDiff
AmpliDiff is a software finds target amplicons and the corre-
sponding primers, in such a way that the resulting amplicons
can be used to differentiate between lineages of a virus. To
do this, first AmpliDiff takes the sequences, and uses it to
create a database of feasible primers. Next up feasible am-
plicons are found, and the sequences which they can differ-
entiate are stored. Finally AmpliDiff greedily goes through
all the amplicons, selecting the ones that can differentiate the
most sequences first, and checks for each amplicon if we have
valid primers available. It continues this until either all the se-
quences are differentiable by the amplicons, or a configurable
amount of amplicons has been found.

Picking viruses
The three viruses that were picked for this paper were HIV-1,
human monkeypox and Influenza. HIV-1 and human mon-
keypox have been chosen to see whether the length of the
virus genomes have an effect on the quality of the lineage



abundances created with the amplicons found by AmpliDiff.
SARS-Cov-2 is generally around 29.500 nucleotides long.
Here HIV-1 has been picked as a short genome, being around
9.500 nucleotides long, and human monkeypox as a longer
genome, being around 197.000 nucleotides long.
Influenza, however was chosen for a different reason, namely
the fact that Influenza is a segmented virus [17]. This means
that in the specific case for Inluenza-A, the genome is split
into 8 smaller segments, which together make up its genome
with a size of around 14.000 nucleotides. To solve this issue
for AmpliDiff, we have put the segments together in a sin-
gle genome, and put a segment break character in between
the segments, to make sure that AmpliDiff does not find any
amplicons or primers spanning multitple segments.

Finding genome information
To run AmpliDiff with the 3 aforementioned viruses, we need
to get both the genome data and their corresponding lin-
eages. This data has been gathered from 3 different databases.
Formonkeypox, Gisaid [19] was used, initially taking all
genomes available using the complete and high coverage fil-
ters for the database. This dataset can be accessed in Gi-
said by using Gisaids EPISET identifier system, using .... as
the identifier. For HIV-1 the HIV sequence database [1] was
used, filtering on HIV-1 and complete genomes. Finally, for
Influenza-A, the NCBI influenza [6] database was used, se-
lecting influenza-A, any subtype, full-length only and human
host.

Pre-Processing
AmpliDiff requires two files to run, one being an MSA
aligned fasta file, the second being a tab separated metadata
file. As the databases found contained too many genomes
to be able to run AmpliDiff in a feasible time, subsets of
the datasets had to be created. In figure 2 the preprocessing
pipeline can be found. As all required information needed
for the metadata file can be found in the sequence fasta file,
the resulting datasets were parsed to create the required meta-
data file. Stratified sampling was done using a Python script
with the Pandas library, using a combination of its groupBy
function and its sampling function.

Figure 2: Preprocessing pipeline used to create the datasets for Am-
pliDiff. The first stratified sampling step is used to get the dataset
to a size on which GGRaSP could feasibly be run, and the second
stratified sampling step was used to get the set to a set on which
AmpliDiff could feasibly be run. Uses Mafft [16], Mash [18] and
GGRaSP [10]

Evaluating amplicons and primers obtained by
AmpliDiff
To evaluate the amplicons and primers found by AmpliDiff,
we will be calculating the Mean Absolute Error (MAE). This
will be done by using the VLQ pipeline [5] to calculate the
abundances for the found amplicons, and doing the same us-
ing the whole genome sequences.
First a reference dataset and a simulation dataset are needed.
This reference set is used by Kallisto [8] to create an index.
In this case, the set created for the AmpliDiff runs was also
used to create the Kallisto index. Next, we need a simulation
set. This is created by randomly selecting sequences not in-
cluded in the reference set. This simulation set is then used
by ART [13] to create the reads required for Kallisto to do the
abundance estimations. For the amplicon based reads, reads
will only be generated from amplicons if the amplicon is am-
plifiable in a specific sequence. The results from Kallisto are
abundances per reference. By summing those we can get the
abundances per lineage. Finally, we can calculate MAE by
using MAE = 1

|L|
∑

l∈L |ϕl − ϕ̂l| where ϕl is the actual

abundance and ϕ̂l is the estimated abundance per lineage.

3 Your contribution
Improvement of an idea
AmpliDiff was build in such a way that it can only be run
with single segment viruses. Influenza, one of the viruses
used in this paper however, has eight segments for each
genome. A solution could be to split the run into eight
runs, and run each segment against each other. While
it might be possible to find some differences in specific
segments, there is a big chance that one segment does not
carry enough information to identify all possible lineages.
Another problem would be that the primers found for any
amplicon in a specific segment, might also be able to bind
to a different segment, and thus make the resulting amplicon
unusable. As such AmpliDiff needs to have the information
of all segments to create feasible amplicons.
A simple solution could be to just paste all the segments
together in the same order for every genome. Thus creating
a single segment sequence which could easily be run on
AmpliDiff. This however brings a new problem, namely
that it is now possible for AmpliDiff to create amplicons or
primers that span multiple segments. As these segments are
not actually pasted together. If the primers were used for a
PCR run, the run would fail as the amplicon would not be
able to be multiplied. A small visualization of this problem
can be seen in figure 3. To combat this problem, instead of
just pasting the segments together, an unused character is
added in between segments, for this the ”8” was picked.

Next up, the code for AmpliDiff needed to be slightly
changed to make sure it knows what to do with this new ”8”
character. To do this, first, the amplicon generation code was
changed, such that any amplicon that has the character ei-
ther within the amplicon, or within the primer search width of
the amplicon is rejected. Without checking the primer search
window, it would be possible to have an amplicon on the edge



Figure 3: Visualization of a sequence with primers attached. The top
sequence will correctly multiply, as the primers can fully duplicate
the sequence, the bottom sequence will fail, as it has 2 segments
and the primers cannot jump to the other segment to continue the
duplication

of segment 1, and a primer on the edge of segment 2. Neither
would have the break character in it, and both would thus be
valid, however it would not be possible to multiply this ampli-
con. As AmpliDiff is already looping through every sequence
when looking for valid amplicons, the actual implementation
was a simple extra check during amplicon generation, which
should not cause any significant time loss.
For the primers, there was already a check for degeneracy,
which required to check every single character in a possible
primer to calculate the degeneracy. As it is already looping
through all the characters here, a simple if statement could
be used to check for the new break character, and reject the
primer if it is found. This should also not cause any signifi-
cant time loss.
These minimal changes allow for a simple version of running
segmented viruses, assuming the segments were aligned sep-
arately before pasting them together with the segment break
character, to ensure the sequences all have the same length,
and the segments do not get shifted in a way such that we are
comparing different segments with each other.

4 Experimental Setup and Results
Running AmpliDiff
In table 1 we can see the settings used for the runs done in
AmpliDiff. The settings used for monkeypox were the gen-
eral settings used for all viruses. For HIV-1, as the MSA
alignment added a lot of misalignment characters, the max-
imum allowed misalignment characters in an amplicon (mt),
was first upped to half the amplicon width. This resulted in
finding feasible amplicons, but no feasible primers, which
was also the problem for Influenza-A. To try to solve this
issue, first the maximum melting temperature difference for
primers (mtd), was increased to 10, as this would increase the
size of the primer database. This however was not enough and
two more settings were added to separate runs, increasing the
area in which we look for primers around the amplicons (sw)

to 100, and increasing the self complementary threshold (sc)
of the primers to 12.

Table 1: Settings used for the different AmpliDiff runs.

cov aw mna mt mtd sc sw
monkeypox [90,95,99.5] [200,400] 50 x x x x
HIV run 1 90 200 50 100 10 12 x
HIV run 2 90 200 100 100 10 x 100
Influenza run 1 90 200 50 x 10 12 x
Influenza run 2 90 200 100 x 10 x 100

Postprocessing
For all viruses postprocessing was needed to be able to do a
lineage abundance estimation and calculate the MAE. This
was done by following the VLQ pipeline [5]. To do this,
first Art illumina was used to do reads from the simulation
dataset. Five sets of reads for each virus were generated.
For the 200bp amplicons this was done using amplicon mode,
HiSeqX TruSeq (150bp) paired-end reads, length of 125 bp x
2 and a read depth of 1000. For the 400 bp amplicons, ampli-
con mode, MiSeq v3 (250bp), length of 225 bp x 2 and a read
depth of 1000 was used. For the whole genome sequencing
of 200 bp width, HiSeqX TruSeq (150bp) paired-end reads,
length of 125 bp x 2, a standard deviation of 10, a mean size
of 200bp and a read depth of 100 was used. Lastly, for the 400
bp width, we used MiSeq v3 (250bp), length of 225 bp x 2,
a standard deviation of 10, a mean size of 400 bp and a read
depth of 100. The runs were done 5 times using seeds [40,
41, 42, 45, 57]. Next up, Kallisto was used to do the actual
abundance estimations. First an index had to be created for
Kallisto. The index for Kallisto was created using the input
set for AmpliDiff. Then the Kallisto quantification algorithm
was run with the above created index and the five pair reads
generated by ART. Finally, the Kallisto data was parsed and
compared to the lineage abundances in the simulation set, and
the MAE was calculated.

Results
Pox
For monkeypox, we can see in figure 4 that for the 200bp
width, amplicon selection vastly outperforms the wgs. Using
a larger width mostly impacts the five amplicon based reads
in a negative way, and the wgs in a positive way, bringing it
more in line with the amplicon based reads. The amount of
amplicons used seem to have a relatively small impact on the
abundance estimations, as the MAE keeps hovering around
the 0.65 mark. While monkeypox has been run for 3 differ-
ent amplifiabilities, all 3 resulted in the exact same amplicons
being picked, and as such the results for MAE was also the
exact same. Thus there are no separate bars or tables for the
other amplifiabilities. In figure 5 we can see the amplifiabil-
ities for the actual amplicons based on the dataset used for
the AmpliDiff run. Comparing this to the results in figure 4,
we can see that, when comparing the 200bp width and 400bp
width, a bigger distance between the amplifiabilities, seems
to lead to a bigger distance between the widths in the cal-
culated MAE. It also shows us, just like the MAE’s that the
200bp runs generally outperform the 400bp runs.



Figure 4: Box plot of the MAE calculated for the five art reads

Figure 5: Bar graph showing the cumulative amplifiability of the
amplicons for both the 200bp and 400 bp width. Also includes the
locations of the found amplicons.

Influenza-A
In figure 6 the results for Influenza-A can be found. From
this figure, it can be seen that while the 200bp width wgs
has a better result than the rest, both of the Influenza-A runs
seem to hold up to the 400 width wgs, and the sc12 run even
outperforming the 400bp wgs run by a margin of 0.07. An
interesting thing to note here, is that the 200bp wgs seems
to do better than the 400bp wgs, which is the exact opposite
from what happened for the monkeypox runs. Examining the
exact lineage estimations, it can be seen that for all runs the
biggest error is found in either the H1N1 or H3N2 lineages,
which are also the most prevalent lineages, taking up 41%
and 46% respectively of that entire simulation dataset. These
have errors of around 6 for all runs except the wgs 200bp run,
which only has an error of 3, which is also the reason the
200bp wgs outperforms the rest of the runs.

HIV
Finally in figure 7, we can see that the both runs of the wgs
outperform the amplicon runs. For the amplicon runs itself,
changing the self complementary threshold for the primers
seemed to have a better effect on the outcome then increas-
ing the primer search width, which can also be seen in the

Figure 6: Box plot showing the MAE for the 200bp and 400bp width
wgs, the 200bp width with 100bp primer search width run (sw100)
and the run using a primer self complementary threshold of 12 (sc12)
for Influenza-A

Influenza-A results. Also, while relatively the differences in
the MAE might be fairly big, as there is about a 4 times dif-
ference between the 200bp wgs run and the sw100 run, ab-
solutely the differences are very similar to the results for the
other viruses. A final thing to note for HIV-1, is that the MSA
alignment resulted in a relatively big increase in size of the
virus. While monkeypox went from 197000 to 207000 nu-
cleotides, and Influenza-A 13000 to 13500, an increase of
5% and 3.8% respectively, HIV-1 went from 9700 to 15000,
an increase of 54%.

Another thing to note for both the HIV-1 and the Influenza-
A results, is that only a single amplicon was found, with
which all the sequences in the reference set could be differen-
tiated. However this also means that if this amplicon cannot
be amplified with the given primers, we have no information
about a specific sequence at all. This means that the dataset
used was too small or the sequences were too similar to each
other to require multiple amplicons, or that this amplicon is
very good at differentiating the lineages of the virus, given
the amplicon can be amplified.

General comparison
When comparing the different viruses to each other, the first
noticeable thing would be the differences in scale between
the MAE’s. These however are not very interesting to look
at, as they are wholly dependent on the amount of lineages
that were used. What is interesting however is their relative
relation to the their respective wgs. By taking the average of
the amplicon MAE’s (µa) and the average of the wgs MAE’s
(µw) for a specific virus, we can find the relative error with:
µa−µw

µw
∗ 100. This results in table 2. One more thing to note,

is that while checking whether an amplicon was amplifiable
on the set of simulation sequences, it was found that for mon-
keypox, about 2.5% of the sequences contained an amplicon
that was not amplifiable. For HIV-1 and Influenza-A how-
ever, about 20% of the sequences contained an amplicon that
was not amplifiable.
For both HIV-1 and Influenza-A we can see that the runs with
the increase in self complementary threshold performs better



Figure 7: Box plot showing the MAE for the 200bp and 400bp width
wgs, the 200bp width with 100bp primer search width run (sw100)
and the run using a primer self complementary threshold of 12 (sc12)
for HIV-1

than the runs with the increased search width.

Table 2: Table showing the average difference between amplicon
based MAE and wgs MAE. negative values indicate that the ampli-
con based MAE outperformed wgs

monkeypox Influenza-A HIV-1
-38.9% 20.2% 144.1%

5 Responsible Research
For any research, reproducibility is a key point. To make sure
the experiments done in this paper are fully reproducible, the
databases and filters used to acquire the sequences have been
detailed in the methodology chapter. For HIV and Influenza,
a list of the accessions used for the various datasets can be
found on github (https://github.com/Kdenboon/CSE-3000-
Research-Project) [15]. For Pox the set can be found on
Gisaid, using the following identifier: ....... . Furthermore,
the exact settings used to run AmpliDiff have been provided
in the Experimental Setup chapter, and as there is no random-
ness to AmpliDiff, this should result in the same amplicons
being found by anyone trying to recreate this experiment.
For ART, specific seeds have been used and added to the
experimental setup, to make sure to keep out any randomness
and guarantee full reproducibility. All tests were run on the
Delft High Performance Computing centre. [11].

All collected genome data has been cited and referenced
following the guides for referencing the various databases.

This paper has been written keeping the Netherlands Code
of Conduct for Research Integrity [12] in mind.

6 Discussion
The goal of this paper was to get an idea of how well
AmpliDiff works for non covid viruses. Here HIV-1 clearly

has the worst results, seeing its relatively big gap between the
amplicon results and the wgs results. This is probably caused
by the MSA alignment, which increased the size of the HIV-1
sequences by 54%, which made it harder for AmpliDiff to
find both feasible amplicons and primers. While this was
counteracted by changing AmpliDiff settings to allow for
more dash characters in both the amplicons and primers,
resulting in one feasible amplicon and primer combination,
this still seems to negatively impact the performance of
AmpliDiff.

Seeing how HIV-1, the virus with the shortest genome
length, has the worst results when comparing the AmpliDiff
amplicons against the wgs, and monkeypox the best results,
an assumption can be made that the length of a virus has sig-
nificant impact on how well AmpliDiff works in comparison
to wgs. Including the results found for Covid in [14], we can
see that the results found for Covid are similar to Influenza,
where the amplicons perform either worse or similar then
wgs. The length of Covid is 29000, around twice the size
of Influenza. Doing the same calculation as for the results
of table 2 on Covid, taking the results of both the Texas
and Netherlands set in account, results in wgs being better
by about 36.3% on average. Looking at the Covid results
however also clearly indicates that there can be significant
differences between datasets, as using only the Texas dataset
for example would result in wgs being better by only 10.5%.

Next up, we would like to discuss the size of the reference
sets. All the reference sets have a size of around 100 genomes
per virus, as it was currently not feasible to run bigger sets
of data. This means that the sets the amplicons are based
on are fairly limited in the data they can provide, and might
thus result in amplicons that are not optimal when looking at
the full database for a virus. This could have had a negative
influence especially on HIV-1 and Influenza, where only a
single amplicon has been found. While running a bigger
dataset for Influenza should not run into more problems
than an increased runtime, for HIV-1 another problem does
show up in the MSA alignment. When aligning bigger
sets of sequences, the size and the amount of characters
inserted by the alignment increases. In an earlier test with
400 sequences, the alignment resulted in a sequence size
of 27000 characters, and aligning the whole HIV-1 dataset
resulted in a length of 54000. This means that HIV-1 might
be too different between its lineages for AmpliDiff to find
any feasible amplicons or primers and that HIV-1 might not
be a good candidate to run on AmpliDiff.

The clear best results for the amplicon based MAE in
these experiments for AmpliDiff comes from the monkeypox
results. It is the only virus that outperforms the wgs, for both
200bp and 400bp widths, and for any amount of amplicons
used. Once again this is probably because of the length of
the genome. This would make sense, as the amplicon based
reads captures the specific spots on which we know we can
differentiate the lineages of this virus. While wgs looks at the
whole virus and thus has to deal with data that might not help
differentiate between the lineages at all, or even influence



the abundance estimation in a negative way. For monkeypox,
another notable result was that the 200bp runs generally
outperform the 400bp runs. This could be explained by the
400bp amplicons not being able to find primers in some
highly differentiable areas, while the 200bp amplicons could,
resulting in a better MAE for the 200bp runs.

Next, looking at the results for Influenza, the only problem
we ran into was that we could not find any feasible primers
for the amplicons that were found. While the Influenza
genome alignment was not a problem, the size of the seg-
ments might be. As we cannot find any amplicons spanning
multiple segments, AmpliDiff is really just checking a bunch
of relatively small genomes to each other. In the case of
Influenza these segments are anywhere between the length
of 2500 and 800 basepairs. Looking at the results, seeing
that Influenza has a single amplicon found, with 14 forward
and 12 reverse primers, it seems that the area in which the
differentiable amplicons are found for Influenza also has a
relatively different area around it in which the primers must
be found. This would explain why using both a smaller set
of data, and using looser constraints for the primers helped
AmpliDiff find a feasible combination of amplicon and
primers.

Finally, for both Influenza and HIV-1, only a single am-
plicon was found. During the creation of the reads, in about
20% of the sequences this amplicon could not be amplified.
As any amplicon not amplifiable was not added to the reads,
it follows that for the case of Influenza and HIV-1 the full se-
quence was not added to the read data. This resulted in less
sequences for Kallisto to identify, which might have impacted
the results.

7 Conclusions and Future Work
AmpliDiff is a methodology that finds target regions, or am-
plicons, from a set of viral genomes, in such a way that we
can use these amplicons to differentiate between the different
lineages of a virus. In this paper we have looked at bench-
marking AmpliDiff for the human monkeypox, HIV-1 and
Influenza-A viruses, by comparing them to the usually used
whole genome sequencing. This resulted in 3 sets of data,
from which we can see that for HIV-1 the amplicons gen-
erally perform worse then wgs, for Influenza-A they perform
about equal to wgs, and for Pox they perform better then wgs.
From this it was concluded that we generally expect AmpliD-
iff to perform better for longer viruses. In the specific case of
Influenza-A, we have made small changes to AmpliDiff to
allow us to run a segmented genome. Running Influenza-A
with these changes, there did not seem to be any other prob-
lems stemming from the virus being segmented.

Future recommendations
To see whether the hypothesis of longer viruses resulting in
a comparatively better MAE, either more viruses of different
lengths could be tested on AmpliDiff, or different datasets of
the already run viruses could be tested. The first option to get
a wider range of viruses and lengths involved, the second to

make sure we did not find any outliers with the currently used
sets, as a sizable difference has already been shown between
the two Covid sets in [14].
Furthermore in the case of HIV-1 and Influenza-A, as only
a single amplicon was found, it would be interesting to see
how using a larger reference set would impact the eventual
MAE. The expectation would be that in a larger dataset, more
sequences need to be differentiated, possibly also against
more lineages, and thus this one amplicon might no longer
be enough, or a different amplicon might be found depend-
ing on the feasibility of the primers. This would also help
in making sure the full simulation dataset is actually tested
in Kallisto, as when we have multiple amplicons, not being
able to amplify a single amplicon for a sequence no longer
means we have no reads for that sequence. Finally, running
a longer virus which has a bad MSA alignment. As currently
HIV-1 is the only virus that we have run that is so differ-
ent between its sequences, that the alignment increased the
size of the genome by over 50% for datasets of around 100
genomes, and up to 450% when using the complete set of
HIV-1 data. While HIV-1 has a shorter genome compared to
the other viruses run here, this might also have had a negative
influence on the results, by running a virus with a compara-
tive length to e.g. Covid, we might be able to get an idea of
how much the MSA alignment impacts the final results.
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